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Background: Pain leads to activation of the autonomic nervous system and thus, among other things, to pupillary reflex dilation 
(PRD). Previous studies have already confirmed a correlation between the perception of pain and the pupillary reaction, measured 
using pupillometry. However, the previous study populations were under the influence of medication for analgesia in perioperative 
setting or suffered from pain. This study examines the relationship between pupillary reaction and pain perception in healthy controls 
and addresses the question of whether endogenous pain inhibition, clinically tested by conditioned pain modulation (CPM), can be 
quantified using pupillometry.
Methods: Forty-two healthy volunteers (21 females, 21 males, mean age 27.9 ± 5.8 years, range 20–39 years) were included in this 
study. The PRD, as a measure of the pupillary reaction (variance from the base diameter in percent), was investigated during baseline, 
heat application and during CPM testing and results compared to the reported pain intensity on the numerical rating scale (NRS).
Results: The volunteers showed higher variances under painful conditions compared to the measurement at rest corresponding to 
higher sympathetic activity during pain. Volunteers with a higher variance, ie a stronger pupillary reaction, gave higher pain ratings 
than subjects with a lower pupil variance. However, there was no correlation between the NRS and PRD. PRD and pain ratings during 
CPM were significantly lower compared to heat pain application alone. However, there was no correlation between the calculated 
CPM effect and the PRD.
Conclusion: Pupillometry is capable of objectively reflecting the pain response, eg pain relief through CPM testing. However, the 
CPM effect calculated from the subjective pain ratings and the objective PRD measurements is not associated suggesting that both 
measure different aspects of pain perception. It must be discussed whether the CPM effect can be the correct measure for the 
functionality of the pain system.
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Introduction
The perception of pain is individual and modulated by many factors. Consequently, objectifying pain perception using 
simple clinical testing would be helpful. Pain leads to autonomic reactions, including pupillary reflex dilation. Higher 
pain intensities would lead to a greater modulation of pupil dilation via autonomic innervation of the pupil muscles.1 

However, there are contradictory results of associations between pain ratings and pupillary responses.2–4 Additionally, 
most studies included patients with perioperative analgesia or chronic pain, but not a healthy cohort. However, 
analgesics, such as those used perioperatively, influence the pupillary reaction.5 Therefore, it is unknown whether 
associations between pain and pupillary reaction also exist in healthy volunteers.

The sensation of pain can be influenced by facilitating and inhibitory mechanisms, which are usually in balance in healthy 
people.6 Clinically, part of the endogenous pain inhibition can be tested using Conditioned Pain Modulation (CPM). The CPM 
effect describes changes in the pain response to a Test Stimulus (TS) triggered by the Conditioned Stimulus (CS).7 The CPM 
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testing is based on subjective pain ratings and is influenced by this subjectivity.8 Overall, there are anatomical interfaces 
between endogenous pain inhibition and activation of the autonomic nervous system.9

The aims of the study were thus to (a) investigate the relationship between pupillary reaction and pain perception 
measured with the NRS in healthy controls and (b) addresses the question of whether endogenous pain inhibition, 
clinically tested by CPM, can be quantified and objectified using pupillometry.

Methods
Forty-two healthy volunteers, classified as healthy according to the EUROPAIN and NEUROPAIN consortia criteria,10 

(21 females, 21 males, mean age 27.9 ± 5.8 years, range 20–39 years) were included. To be classified as healthy, 
volunteers were not allowed to show abnormalities in the state of health and previous illness questionnaires, as well as in 
the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale11 and in the quantitative sensory testing.10,12

The study adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Christian- 
Albrechts-University of Kiel (D454/16). Written informed consent was obtained from all included volunteers.

In all volunteers, pupillometry and CPM testing was performed.

Pupillometry
The pupillary reaction was measured using a Pupillometry device (AlgiScan, IDMED, France). For all measurements, the 
right eye was measured for 30 seconds without blinking, and the contralateral eye was left open. The device was held 
directly to the eye and the Pupil Reflex Dilatation (PRD) were determined, ie, the base diameter of the pupil and its 
variance from the base diameter was measured in percent (Figure 1). First, the pupillary reaction in bright ambient light 
was investigated. Afterwards, pupillometry measurements were performed during CPM testing (see below).

CPM Testing
The CPM test was divided into two sections. First, painful heat stimuli were applied for 30 seconds to the right forearm 
using a peltier thermode (Thermal Sensory Analyzer II, TSA 2001-II, MEDOC, Israel) and the Pain50-temperature, ie, 
the temperature that resulted in a subjective pain rating of 50 on the Numeric rating scale (NRS, 0 = no pain and 100 = 
maximum imaginable pain) was determined. This temperature was then used as the individual TS. Afterward, there was 
a five-minute break. For the CPM test, the TS was first applied for 30 seconds and the volunteers were asked to rate pain 
on the NRS. At the same time, the pupillary reaction was measured. The left hand was then placed in a cold-water bath 
with a temperature between 5°C and 10°C (as CS) for 30 seconds. Simultaneously, the TS was applied to the right 
forearm. During this time, the pupillary reaction was measured and pain ratings were determined. The CPM effect was 
calculated by: (NRS during heat pain stimulus under CPM) – (NRS during heat pain stimulus).7

The correlation between measured parameters was determined by the Spearman correlation. For intergroup compar-
isons (high/low variance) Mann–Whitney U-test was used, for intra individual measurements Wilcoxon-Test was used.

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the measured pupil reaction. Left: First, the base diameter of the pupil (a) is determined. A painful stimulus then leads to Pupillary 
Reflex Dilation (PRD, b), which is also recorded using pupillometry. The pupil variance results from the PRD (b) – base diameter (a) and is given in percent.
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Results
A high variance of the pupillary reaction was observed when only painful heat was applicated, ie, patients showed higher 
variances under painful condition compared to the measurement in bright ambient light (Mheat ± SD: 15.53 ± 11.24% vs 
Mambient light ± SD: 9.21 ± 7.39%, p=0.001) (Figure 2A), corresponding to a higher sympathetic activity during pain.

The variance of the pupillary reaction during CPM was significantly lower compared to the heat pain application 
alone (Mheat ± SD: 15.53 ± 11.24% vs MCPM ± SD: 11.94 ± 7.69%, p=0.043) (Figure 2A). On average, patients showed 
lower variance in PRD, ie, lower sympathetic activity, during CPM testing. Similarly, the pain ratings on the NRS during 
CPM testing were significantly lower compared to the pain ratings to the heat application (NRS: Mheat ± SD: 59.62 ± 
17.36 vs MCPM ± SD: 39.88 ± 21.54, p<0.001), ie, the lower variance and the lower sympathetic activity during CPM 
testing were in accordance with lower pain ratings.

Based on the median of the variance for the heat pain application (median = 11.7%), patients were grouped into those 
with high or low PRD. Subjects with higher PRD demonstrated higher pain ratings than those with lower PRD (NRS: 
Mhigh variance ± SD: 65.40 ± 13.96 vs Mlow variance ± SD: 53.83 ± 18.07, p=0.032) (Figure 2B), suggesting that higher pain 
perception leads to higher variance of pupillary reaction. However, there was no correlation between PRD and reported 
NRS or calculated CPM.

Discussion
The study showed that objectifying pain responses using pupillometry is possible. Volunteers with higher pain ratings 
showed significantly higher PRD than volunteers with lower ratings. Furthermore, the pain relief and thus lower pain 
ratings achieved by the CPM were significantly reflected in PRD, ie, PRD was lower under CPM testing compared to 
heat application alone. Overall, we could objectify the CPM response using pupillometry. However, there was no 
correlation between the calculated CPM effect or the NRS and PRD. This suggests that both measure different aspects 
of pain perception: NRS is a subjective rating, which depends on many factors (eg biopsychosocial aspects).13 The CPM 
effect is calculated from subjective pain ratings. As an objective tool, pupillometry shows the respective autonomic pain 
response independent from subjective rating; consequently, there can be no correlation between the subjective and 
influenceable NRS or CPM effect, which is based on NRS, and the objective pupillometry. Therefore, it needs to be 
discussed whether a CPM effect based on subjective reports can be used as a parameter to assess the status of the 

Figure 2 (A) Measured variances of the pupil in percent under different several conditions. Ambient Light: Variance during 30 seconds in ambient light without any stimulus. 
Heat: Variance during the individual Pain50-temperature was applied on the right forearm for 30 seconds. CPM: Variance during the individual Pain50-temperature was 
applied on the right forearm while the left hand was in the cold-water bath for 30 seconds. In addition to the box plot, the mean (M) with standard deviation (SD) is given for 
each condition. *p<0.05; **p<0.01. (B) Comparison of reported pain ratings on the NRS between the groups with a high variance (left), ie greater than the median, and the 
group with a lower variance than the median (right). *p<0.05.
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nociceptive system. Previous studies have already shown inter- and intra-individual differences in CPM effects, most of 
which cannot be explained.8 Additionally, healthy subjects can have low CPM values without suffering from pain.14

While former studies have examined a possible correlation between pupillometry and pain ratings in perioperative 
and emergency settings, our study seems to be the first to answer this question for a larger group of healthy volunteers. 
Furthermore, we aimed to find out if the pupillary reaction can be modulated by the activation of the endogenous pain 
inhibitory system during CPM testing, following the recommendations of Yarnitsky et al.7

In a 2023 study,4 313 patients in the emergency room were asked to rate their pain on the NRS during triage and the 
pupillary response, in detail Pupil Light Reflex (PLR) and Pupil Rest Under Ambient Light (PUAL) was measured. In 
this study, no significant associations between pain ratings and pupillometry were found. The patients with moderate pain 
did not differ in pupillometry compared to patients with severe pain (NRS ≥ 4),4 while our Results showed significant 
differences between the groups.

The different results compared to the study by Gregoire et al4 could be due to the different modes of pupillometry 
used. In our study, we utilized PRD and not PLR/PUAL. Furthermore, the patients of Gregoire et al4 were recruited on 
site in the emergency room, while the participants in our study were healthy and explicitly selected and prepared for 
participation in advance, ie, the participants could prepare themselves cognitively and emotionally for this examination, 
which might not apply to the patients from the ER. This could also lead to a changed pupillary reaction.

A 2017 study,15 examining the relationship between PRD and pain ratings in 28 healthy volunteers, showed that 
reported pain intensity from a single heat pain stimulus and PRD was positively correlated. This applies to short-lasting 
and intense pain stimuli under tightly controlled conditions. We also detected the same trend in our results, but only when 
groups were previously divided into high/low PRD. However, we measured the PRD only using the temperature which 
the subjects rated previously as NRS 50, and its influence by CPM. In the study by Eisenach et al,15 the subjects were 
given prescribed temperatures, first in a training run with increasing intensity, then in a random order that the subjects 
were asked to rate on the NRS.

Eisenach et al described that pupillometry was distracted by CPM testing, ie, there was no correlation between PRD 
and NRS anymore.15 In our study, we observed that pupillometry reflects the current pain response. During CPM testing, 
pain ratings were significantly lower due to pain relief. At the same time, the measured pupil variance was significantly 
lower, so all in all, pupillary reaction can objectify pain in different situations and reflects the pain response indepen-
dently of individual pain ratings. As described above, the calculated CPM effect is the variable that can be distracted 
because it is based on subjective pain ratings, which are influenced by many factors.8

The activity of the sympathetic nervous system and thus the pupillary reaction are influenced by many factors that we 
excluded in advance. We therefore only included young, healthy volunteers who had not previously taken any medica-
tions affecting the autonomic nervous system and who previously avoided, eg, caffeine or heavy meals. However, not all 
disruptive factors, eg reduced sleep, could be ruled out. Although pathological anxiety was ruled out by several 
questionnaires, the anticipation of the cold-water bath as an unpleasant stimulus can inhibit the pupillary reaction.16 It 
is possible that the fear of the cold-water bath differs between the volunteers. Furthermore, it should be noted that our 
study is quite small with 42 participants which limits concluding remarks. The question arises as to whether the 
individual confounding variables can be minimized in a larger study population.

Further studies explaining the anatomical pathways could be interesting. The LC is activated by nociceptive stimuli 
and can profoundly modulate pain neurotransmission and experience,17 however, the exact mechanisms behind this 
activity in humans are largely unexplored. Recent evidence confirms the utility of pupil diameter as a measure of LC 
activity. There is a tight correlation between pupil diameter and BOLD activity in a dorsal pontine cluster overlapping 
with an established LC atlas18 in individuals at rest and during a two-stimulus oddball task19 or during systematically 
manipulated cognitive load.20 Thus, the locus coeruleus (LC) could be a possible interface between pupillary response 
and pain perception.15

In this study, we used a device shielding the measured eye from ambient light by an opaque screen, but the 
contralateral eye was open compared to other studies. This could have influenced the measured PRD via the indirect 
pupillary reaction. However, as intra individual measurements were evaluated in this study, we consider this limitation of 
lower importance.
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Conclusion
Our results showed objectifying pain response based on pupillary reaction is possible. It turns out that, compared to 
previous studies, pupillometry can also be used in healthy volunteers as an objective measurement of pain reaction. 
Overall, there were no correlations between PRD and the subjective NRS or the calculated CPM effect, which is based on 
subjective NRS. However, it should be noted that pupillometry is capable of objectively reflecting pain response, eg pain 
relief through CPM testing. Consequently, a correlation between the subjective measures and pupillometry is not 
possible, as both measure different aspects of pain perception. It must be discussed whether the CPM effect can be 
the correct measure for the functionality of the pain system. Pupillometry as an objective tool might be more suitable for 
this purpose.
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